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Abstract 

In this study, the potential of amphiphilic diblock copolymers on the example of polystyrene-b-

poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP) and poly(4-methylstyrene)-b-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4mS-b-

P4VP) for producing open-celled foams was evaluated. The porous foam structure was realised by 

employing carbon dioxide and water as environmental-friendly blowing agents. Rheological 

measurements in shear and elongation revealed a similar strain-softening behaviour of the diblock 

copolymers in the melt state. The transient shear and elongational viscosity of the P4mS 

homopolymer agreed with the linear viscoelastic prediction. On the contrary, the employed PS 

homopolymer showed strain-hardening. The rheological behaviour of the PS and P4mS 

homopolymers is consistent with their foaming ability. The PS homopolymer led to a homogeneous, 

closed cell structure, while the P4mS homopolymer did not foam at all. Because of strain-softening in 

melt elongation, the PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer generated homogeneous, open-celled foams 

throughout the whole sample. In contrast, the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer generated partially 

open-celled structures in coexistence with compact areas. In this work, it was demonstrated that the 

combination of carbon dioxide and water led to open-celled diblock copolymer foams even if the 

major component of the block copolymer generates homogeneous closed-celled foams or is not 

foamable, respectively. 

Keywords: Open-celled polymer foams, diblock copolymers, shear and elongational rheology, WLF 

equation  
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1. Introduction 

The fabrication of porous polymeric materials is of great interest due to their wide range of 

applications [1]. Nevertheless, the use of block copolymers for preparing open-celled structures, e.g. 

polymer foams, is a widely unexplored field in spite of its promising perspectives. Common 

techniques for the fabrication of porous polymeric materials from block copolymers are the liquid-

liquid or the solid-liquid phase separation [2-4]. For these processes, a high amount of organic 

solvents is required. With the increasing demand of environmental-friendly processing ways, the 

technique of foaming becomes a suitable alternative for the manufacturing of membranes and open-

celled structures [5-8]. Intensive research on open-celled foams is conducted in the field of 

biodegradable polymers for tissue engineering, e.g., creating porous scaffolds from poly(lactid acid) 

or foaming of semi-crystalline poly(ε-caprolactone) with subcritical carbon dioxide (CO2) [9-11]. In 

the field of membrane technology, Barroso et al. developed anti-fouling membranes of grafted 

poly(acrylonitrile)-graft-poly(ethylene oxide) copolymers by a supercritical CO2-induced phase 

inversion method [12, 13]. A blend of poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(methyl methacrylate)-co-

poly(butyl acrylate)-co-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock copolymer was foamed with CO2 to 

fabricate depth filter and membranes [14]. Thermally induced foaming of polyimide with a high glass 

transition temperature and a thermally labile poly(caprolactone) yielded high temperature stable and 

porous polymeric foams by thermal degradation into gaseous components of poly(caprolactone) [15]. 

Especially amphiphilic diblock copolymers with a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic block are suitable 

candidates because of the ability to separate into microphases [16-18]. Microphase separation of 

block copolymers allows the design of open-celled foams where the major component, i.e. the matrix 

in case of a cylindrical morphology, forms the framework of the cells and the minor component 

generates the open structure. Xu et al. foamed polyethylene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) diblock 

copolymers with different morphologies and showed that lamellar aligned poly(ethylene oxide) 

microdomains generated open-celled structures [19]. This type of material can be applied in industrial 

membrane applications such as water filtration and oil purification [20-22]. The advantage of diblock 

copolymers is the combination of different properties of both polymers due to the covalent bonding 

of the two blocks which can lead to, e.g., an enhanced toughness [23, 24]. An additional aspect is the 

different sorption behaviour of the polymers with respect to applied blowing agents. In this study, the 

most common blowing agent CO2 is used because it is environmental-benign and well known for its 
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plasticisation effect and its reduction of viscosity [25-29]. Previous studies on polystyrene-b-poly(4-

vinylpyridine) revealed a similar solubility of CO2 with a weak selectivity towards poly(4-

vinylpyridine) [30]. On the contrary, the likewise environmental-friendly blowing agent water is 

mainly soluble in hydrophilic materials [31, 32]. Hence, the effect of the blowing agent differs within 

an amphiphilic diblock copolymer and leads to different foaming behaviour and foam structure [33, 

34]. Employing two blowing agents can increase the effect of solubility and as a result, generate 

nanoscopic pores in the foam. This effect was shown by Zhang and Yokohama generating a 

nanoporous structure in a polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) block copolymer, which is similar to 

the investigated block copolymer in this study, with a mixture of methanol and CO2 [35].  

The foamability of polymers strongly depends on their viscoelastic properties. By conducting 

rheological measurements of diblock copolymers, the relationship between viscoelastic properties 

and microscopic properties, such as morphology or molecular architecture, were investigated by 

several groups [36-38]. Investigations on random and block copolymer melts in order to study 

elongational viscosities were conducted by Koyama et al. [39]. Only a few works on rheological 

properties of polystyrene-b-poly(4-vinylpyridine) diblock copolymers exist. Matsushita et al. focused 

their research on determining the viscoelastic properties of polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) 

diblock copolymers [40-42]. The influence of rheological behaviour in extension on the foamability 

was studied in depth by examining shear and elongational properties of polypropylene [43]. The 

control of foam structure was examined for polypropylene and long chain branched polypropylene by 

drawing a relationship between rheological properties and tailoring the polymers with specific 

morphologies [43]. Studies on polypropylene showed the effect of strain-hardening by blending it 

with high melt strength, branched polypropylene which led to a decrease of cell size and a smaller 

fraction of open cells [44]. The same effect was observed when blending polypropylene with 

nanoclay [45]. An increase in the amount of open cells was obtained by adding cell opener to 

polyurethane foams whereby the elastic properties and the viscosity declined [46, 47]. 

This work shows an environmental-friendly technique to fabricate open-celled foams. For this 

purpose, amphiphilic polystyrene-b-poly(4-vinylpyridine) and poly(4-methylstyrene)-b-poly(4-

vinylpyridine) diblock copolymers are foamed with a mixture of CO2 and water. The solubility of 

both blowing agents is investigated as well as the plasticisation effect of CO2 to exhibit the selective 

effect of the blowing agents on the diblock copolymers. In addition, rheological studies in shear and 

elongation allow a correlation between the viscoelastic properties and the foaming behaviour. 
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Therefore, the influence of the matrix system is discussed. Based on the results of our previous study 

[30] we focus on diblock copolymers with a number average of the molecular weight close to 200 

kg/mol. 

2. Experimental section 

 Materials 2.1

In this work, two diblock copolymers were employed for preparation and investigation of polymer 

foams: Polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP) and poly(4-methylstyrene)-block-

poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4mS-b-P4VP) diblock copolymers were synthesised via sequential anionic 

polymerisation (see ref. [30, 48] for synthesis of the PS-b-P4VP block copolymer). The 

polymerisation procedure is schematically shown in Figure 1. First, the polystyrene, respectively the 

poly(4-methylstyrene) block, was polymerised using sec-butyl lithium (s-BuLi) as initiator. After 

finishing this step, 4-vinylpyridine was added to polymerize the second block. The polymerisation 

was terminated by quenching the solution with methanol. The reaction was carried out in 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) at -78 °C under purified argon atmosphere. To obtain a polymer powder, the 

solution was precipitated in water, filtered and finally dried in vacuum. 
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Fig. 1: Synthesis mechanism of the sequential anionic polymerisation of the diblock copolymers of 

this study. 

 

Polystyrene (PS 158K, BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany), poly(4-methylstyrene) P4mS 

(P1349-4MeS, Polymer Source Inc., Quebec, Canada) and poly(4-vinylpyridine) P4VP (Sigma 

Aldrich, München, Germany) were purchased to compare the experimental results of the diblock 

copolymers with the behaviour of pristine homopolymers. 

 Material characterisation 2.2

The composition of the diblock copolymers was determined by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (1H-NMR). The measurements were carried out using a Bruker AV-300 FT-NMR 

spectrometer (Bruker Biospin, Rheinstetten, Germany) at 500 MHz. The diblock copolymer was 

dissolved in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) with the internal standard tetramethylsilane (TMS). 

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed to evaluate the number and weight average of 

the molecular weight (Mn and Mw) of the precursor (polystyrene or poly(4-methylstyrene)), and the 
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polydispersity (PDI = Mw/Mn) of the diblock copolymers. The solvent was dimethylacetamide 

(DMAc) in the presence of LiCl and the temperature was set to 50 °C. For the measurement, a pre-

column and two main columns (PSS Gran 1000 Å 10 µm and PSS Gran 3000 Å 10 µm) were used 

and a flow rate of 1.0 mL min-1 (VWR Hitachi L2130 pump) was applied. The standard for 

calibration was polystyrene. The molecular weight Mn of the diblock copolymer was calculated using 

the number average of the molecular weight of the precursors and the evaluated composition of the 

diblock copolymers based on the 1H-NMR data. 

The morphology of the diblock copolymers was investigated by transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) using a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 (FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Cylindrical samples 

(preparation see Section 2.4) of the diblock copolymer were cut into approximately 50 nm thick 

sections with a diamond knife Leica Ultramicrotome EM UCT (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, 

Germany). To contrast the P4VP microdomains, the surface was stained with iodine vapour. The 

measurement was carried out at a voltage of 120 kV in bright field mode. For analysis of the 

morphological structure, the P4VP microdomains of the obtained two-dimensional micrographs were 

evaluated with respect to their diameter using the software Imagic ims Client (Imagic AG, 

Glattbrugg, Switzerland). To evaluate the experimental results, the Flory-Huggins interaction 

parameter χ was calculated using the equation: 

𝜒𝜒 =
𝑉𝑉0,1−2

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
∙ 𝐴𝐴1−2 (1) 

with the averaged segment volume V0, 1-2, the universal gas constant R, the absolute temperature T 

and the Hansen solubility parameters difference A1-2 between the polymers [49]. The parameter A1-2 

replaces the Hildebrand parameter by including the Hansen solubility parameters with the dispersion 

(D), polar (P) and hydrogen (H) interaction effects: 

𝐴𝐴1−2 = [(𝛿𝛿𝐷𝐷2 − 𝛿𝛿𝐷𝐷1)2 + 0.25 ∙ (𝛿𝛿𝑃𝑃2 − 𝛿𝛿𝑃𝑃1)2 + 0.25 ∙ (𝛿𝛿𝐻𝐻2 − 𝛿𝛿𝐻𝐻1)2] (2) 

 Thermal and sorption measurements 2.3

The diblock copolymers were characterised with respect to the thermal stability by thermal 

gravimetric analysis (TGA). The short-time stability was measured on a TG 209 F1 Iris instrument 

(Netzsch, Selb, Germany) in a temperature range from 25 °C up to 900 °C and a heating rate of 

10 K min-1 under argon atmosphere. The long-term stability was evaluated by heating up the sample 
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to 250 °C with a heating rate of 20 K min-1 and holding the temperature for 4 hours before heating up 

further to 900 °C with the same heating rate of 20 K min-1.  

The determination of the glass transition temperature Tg was conducted using a calorimeter DSC 1 

(Mettler Toledo, Gießen, Germany). A monoperforated 40 µL aluminum pan was filled with 

approximately 7 mg of the sample. Then, the sample was heated within a temperature range of 30 °C 

and 250 °C and a heating rate of 10 K min-1 under nitrogen atmosphere to eliminate the thermal 

history of the sample. After cooling down to 30 °C, the sample was heated up again to 250 °C. This 

second heating interval was evaluated for the values of Tg. 

The influence of the blowing agent CO2 on the glass transition temperature Tg of the polymers was 

investigated by high-pressure differential scanning calorimetry (HP-DSC) on a HP-DSC 1 (Mettler 

Toledo). The sample preparation was similar to the experiments using the conventional DSC except 

that the lid was multiply perforated to guarantee sufficient gas feed. The measurement parameters 

were chosen as the ones for conventional DSC, i.e. the heating rate was 10 K min-1 and the 

temperature ranged from 30 °C to 250 °C. First, the sample was heated up to 250 °C and cooled 

down to 50 °C. Then, CO2 pressure was applied (1 bar, 10 bar and 20 bar, respectively) and the 

sample isothermally saturated with CO2 for 2 h [50]. Last, the sample was heated up to 250 °C under 

CO2 pressure but without flow. The saturation time of 2 h was chosen by estimating a theoretical 

saturation time tsat ≈ R2/D [50] with the assumption of having polymer powder with a single particle 

size R = 200 µm and a diffusion coefficient D = 10-7 cm2 s-1 [30]. Thus, a theoretical saturation time 

of 1.1 h was calculated which guarantees a complete saturation of the sample after 2 h. 

Sorption and diffusion properties were determined using a magnetic suspension balance with a 

gravimetric sorption analyser IsoSORP® Static (Rubotherm, Bochum, Germany) [51]. Films of the 

polymers were casted and predried before they were provided in the balance. For complete removal 

of residues, the samples were evacuated overnight. The measurement was performed at a CO2 

pressure of 40 bar and a temperature of 30 °C. The conditions were set until the mass of the sample 

achieved a steady state. The diffusion coefficient D was evaluated by fitting the sorption curve using 

the law of Fickian diffusion: 

𝑀𝑀t

𝑀𝑀∞
= 4�

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝜋𝜋𝑙𝑙2

 (3) 
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with the mass Mt of gas adsorbed in the polymer at time t, the mass M∞ of gas adsorbed at 

equilibrium (t→∞)  and the thickness of the sample l [52]. Equation (3) is an approximation which is 

valid at short times (i.e. for values Mt/M∞ < 0.6). In order to calculate the saturation time for the 

employed 2 mm thick samples, the equation tsat = 0.202 l²/D [50] is applied with the thickness l of the 

sample and the experimentally determined diffusion coefficient D. 

Besides the sorption behaviour of the blowing agent CO2, the water uptake was analysed by 

providing dry samples in a closed glass flask which is filled with ultrapure water and stored in a 

conditioning cabinet VCL003 (Vötsch Industrietechnik, Reiskirchen-Lindenstruth, Germany) at 

30 °C. The samples were weighed in the dry state and then regularly weighed again until the mass 

reached a steady state.  

 Rheological characterisation in shear and elongation 2.4

All rheological measurements were performed using a rotational rheometer MCR 502 (Anton Paar, 

Graz, Austria). For the rheological experiments in shear, cylindrical samples with a defined geometry 

(thickness of 2 mm, diameter of 8 mm) were prepared. Therefore, the dried polymer powder was 

prepressed at room temperature and then compression-moulded with a pillar press PW 10 H 

(W/O/Weber, Remshalden, Germany) in the following way: The prepressed polymer tablets were 

molten under slight pressure for 180 s. Vacuum was applied for 90 s before setting a pressure of 

approximately 45 kN for 300 s. The temperature was 180 °C. After cooling down the samples, they 

were stored in a vacuum oven at 40 °C. 

The rheological experiments in shear were performed using a plate–plate geometry with a plate 

diameter of 8 mm. For complete contact between the sample and the plate, the gap was set 

approximately 0.05 mm smaller than the thickness of the sample. To ensure measurements in the 

linear viscoelastic regime, first amplitude sweeps were carried out at strain amplitudes γ0 between 1% 

and 10% with an angular frequency ω of 10 rad s-1. The subsequent frequency sweeps were 

conducted under nitrogen atmosphere and constant parameters of strain amplitude γ0 (5%) and 

angular frequency range ω (10-2 to 102 rad s-1) starting with the highest frequency. The temperature of 

the isothermal experiments was varied between 120 °C and 220 °C in increments of 20 °C. The 

dynamic moduli were analysed by applying the time-temperature superposition principle using the 
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software LSSHIFT [53]. The Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation was applied for analysing the 

temperature dependence of the shift factor aT 

log𝑎𝑎T = −  
𝑐𝑐1(𝑅𝑅 − 𝑅𝑅ref)
𝑐𝑐2 + (𝑅𝑅 − 𝑅𝑅ref)

 (4) 

where c1 and c2 are the WLF parameters, T is the measurement temperature and Tref the reference 

temperature. By fitting eq. (4) to the experimentally measured aT values, it is possible to determine 

the WLF parameters c1 and c2 and in addition the Vogel temperature T∞ which is also called “ideal” 

glass transition temperature [54] and given by T∞ = Tref – c2. 

In addition to the investigation of the rheological properties in shear, rheological experiments in 

elongation were performed in order to determine the elongational viscosity ηe under uniaxial loading 

(so-called simple elongation) using a SER-tool (elongational tool SER3/CTD 450, Anton Paar) [55]. 

Therefore, dried samples with a rectangular geometry (length = 15 mm, width = 10 mm, thickness = 

0.8 mm) were compression-moulded and dried at 80 °C in vacuum for minimum 4 h until shortly 

before the measurements. The temperature was set to 220 °C for the diblock copolymers and to 

160 °C for the homopolymers PS and P4mS due to their low viscosity at a temperature of 220 °C. 

The Hencky strain rate ε̇0 was 0.01, 0.10 and 1.00 s-1 with a maximum Hencky strain εmax of 4. The 

samples were molten for 4 min with a pre-torque Moffset of 10 µNm [56] to avoid sagging during 

melting. To compare the behaviour in shear and elongation, the transient shear viscosity was 

multiplied by the Trouton ratio of 3. By applying the software NLREG, a relaxation time spectrum 

was fitted to the data of the dynamic moduli in order to calculate the linear viscoelastic (LVE) 

prediction of the elongational viscosity [57, 58]. These theoretical values were compared with the 

experimentally obtained viscosities in shear and elongation. 

 Foaming of diblock copolymers and characterisation of the cellular structure 2.5

To obtain open porous materials, the diblock copolymers were foamed via the technique of batch 

foaming. Therefore, cylindrical samples, prepared in the same manner as the tablets for rheology (see 

Section 2.4), were employed. The foaming process consisted of two steps (see Fig. 2). In the first 

step, the sample was placed in a high pressure reaction vessel (highpreactor BHM-500, Berghof, 

Eningen, Germany) which was filled with approximately 250 mL ultrapure H2O. After closing the 

vessel carefully, it was filled with CO2 from a dip-tube bottle (99.995% purity, Linde Gas, Pullingen, 
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Germany) up to a pressure of 120 bar. The temperature was set to 30 °C and the loading time was 3 

days. In the second step, the pressure was released as fast as possible in order to guarantee a sudden 

pressure drop. Immediately after reaching ambient pressure, the saturated samples were heated up to 

the foaming temperature which ranged from 110 °C to 200 °C. The pressure drop and the 

contemporaneous temperature raise initiated the nucleation and the growth of the cells. Finally, the 

generated foams were vacuum dried. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Experimental approach to generate open porous foams in a two-step batch foaming process. 

 

The foam density was determined using a density determination kit (Mettler Toledo, Greifensee, 

Switzerland) by applying the Archimedes´ principle. The auxiliary liquid was a perfluoro-compound 

FC-77 (3M Pharmaceuticals, St. Paul, Minnesota, USA) which was used to calibrate the density 

shortly before the measurements of the samples. 

To obtain information about the cell structure, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations 

were carried out on a Leo Gemini 1550 VP (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Therefore, the samples 

were broken under cryogenic conditions. With a conductive paste (C-Leit, Neubauer Chemikalien, 

Münster, Germany), the broken foams were attached to the sample holder, and after evaporating of 

the solvent of the conductive paste, sputtered with a platinum layer of approximately 2 nm thickness. 

The acceleration voltage varied between 3 kV and 10 kV. If possible, information about the cell size 

distribution was evaluated with the software Imagic ims Client. 
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3. Results 

 Material characterisation 3.1

The molecular characteristics obtained from 1H-NMR and SEC measurements are listed in Table 1. 

The diblock copolymers are similar in composition and molecular weight in order to ensure 

comparability of the experimental results with respect to the influence of the chemical structure. 

 

Table 1. Composition and molecular weight of the polymers investigated in this study. 

a Subscript  numbers: Fract ion of each block in wt%, superscript numbers: weight  averaged molecular  weight 
in kg mol- 1  

b Values obtained from SEC measurements using PS standard as reference 
 

To get information about the morphology of the diblock copolymers, transmission electron 

microscopy was conducted. Figure 3 shows a selected micrograph for each diblock copolymer. 

Obviously the P4VP microphases of the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer with an average diameter 

of 71.1 ± 15.1 nm are significantly larger than the P4VP microphases of the PS-b-P4VP diblock 

copolymer with an average diameter of 49.1 ± 7.9 nm. This is due to a stronger segregation of the 

polymer blocks in the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer indicated by a higher Flory-Huggins 

interaction parameter χ of 0.90 compared to a χ value of 0.44 for the PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer. 

It is to be pointed out that different values of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters are mentioned 

in the literature [59-62]. The morphology of both materials in the presented micrographs mainly 

consists of spherical P4VP microdomains in a PS or P4mS matrix without a long-range order. 

However, one cannot fully exclude that the circles in the micrographs of Figure 3 correspond to 

cross-sections of cylindrical domains which could be anticipated from Fig. 3(b). Hence we conclude 

that the composition of these diblock copolymers is located near the spheres-cylinders boundary in 

the phase diagram. 

 

Polymera,b PS or P4mS [wt%] P4VP [wt%] Mn [kg mol-1] Mw [kg mol-1] PDI 
PS80-b-P4VP20

183 80 20 183 192 1.07 
P4mS81-b-P4VP19

172 81 19 172 189 1.10 
PS 100 0 113 260 2.30 
P4mS 100 0 74 76 1.02 
P4VP 0 100 36 61 1.68 
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Fig. 3: Transmission electron micrographs of the two diblock copolymers prepared by 

compression-moulding. In the micrographs, the PS and the P4mS microphases appear bright. The 

P4VP microphases appear dark. 

 Thermal and sorption measurements 3.2

Thermal gravimetric analysis ensured a thermal stability up to 250 °C for all materials with respect 

to short- and long-time stability. This knowledge is necessary for selecting the processing parameters 

for compression-moulding and foaming in order to avoid decomposition of the block copolymer. 

Conventional DSC measurements of the glass transition temperatures revealed a value of 104 °C 

for the PS homopolymer being in the range from 100 °C to 105 °C which is stated in the literature 

[63, 64]. The Tg for the P4VP homopolymer is determined to be 149 °C similar to literature data [65]. 

The Tg value of 113 °C of the P4mS homopolymer is higher than stated in the literature, but the 

conflict in literature data for the Tg of P4mS homopolymers is already mentioned [63] with varying 

values such as 93 °C [66], 101 °C [67, 68] and 109 °C [69]. 

The plasticising effect of the blowing agent CO2 on the polymers is depicted in Fig. 4. The glass 

transition temperature Tg decreased with increasing CO2 pressure. All materials showed a reduction 

of Tg which is at least 10 °C at a CO2 pressure of 20 bar compared to the conventional measurement 

in a nitrogen atmosphere at 1 bar. The effect is more pronounced for the homopolymers than for the 

diblock copolymers. It was not possible to evaluate the Tg for the P4VP microphase of the diblock 

copolymers due to weak signals at higher CO2 pressures. Consequently, only the Tg reduction for the 

PS and the P4mS microphases was analysed. The Tg values of P4mS at all applied pressures were 
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approximately 10 °C higher than the Tg values of PS. The data of the DSC measurements show that 

the plasticising effect is roughly similar in these two microphases and leads to the assumption that the 

solubility of CO2 in these materials possibly is similar, too. For pristine P4VP, the reduction of Tg is 

more than 15 °C at a pressure of 20 bar. Hence one can conclude that the plasticising effect of the 

P4VP block of the diblock copolymers is more pronounced than for the matrix (PS or P4mS, 

respectively).  

 
Fig. 4: Plasticising effect of the blowing agent CO2 shown by a reduction of the glass transition 

temperature Tg with respect to the applied pressure p in a CO2 atmosphere for the two diblock 

copolymers and the three homopolymers. 

 

To analyse the sorption behaviour of the blowing agents, water uptake and specific CO2-uptake 

were determined (Table 2). The hydrophobic homopolymers PS and P4mS showed almost no water 

uptake during the time of measurement whereas the hydrophilic P4VP homopolymer absorbed more 

than 43 wt% of water. The two diblock copolymers revealed a similar trend with a steady-state value 

of 2.9 wt% for PS80-b-P4VP20
183 and 2.8 wt% for P4mS81-b-P4VP19

172. The water uptake of the 

diblock copolymers did not follow a rule of mixture because the sorption of water into the P4VP 

microphases is reduced by the PS and P4mS matrix, respectively, which hinders swelling of the 

P4VP domains. This effect is also visible when comparing the time after the samples reached a water 

uptake of 90%. The pristine P4VP is 90% saturated after less than 24 h while the diblock copolymers 

reached this value not until 72 h. However, in spite of the low water sorption of pristine polystyrene, 

the polystyrene matrix does not completely hinder the diffusion of water into the cylindrical P4VP 
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domains but slows down diffusion of the water molecules in comparison to pristine P4VP and 

decreases the overall water-uptake due to limiting swelling of the P4VP domains. By combining CO2 

and water as blowing agents, the CO2 can enhance the diffusion of the water and swelling of the 

P4VP domains by plasticising the matrix. 

The results for the specific CO2-uptake did not vary much between the samples. The homopolymers 

PS and P4mS still showed the lowest CO2-uptake with 5.9 wt% and 6.2 wt% respectively. The 

highest CO2-uptake was obtained by the P4VP homopolymer with a value of 7.2 wt%. Consequently, 

the values of the two diblock copolymers ranged between the values of the homopolymers: 6.45 wt% 

for PS80-b-P4VP20
183 and 6.97 wt% for P4mS81-b-P4VP19

172. The similar CO2 solubility of the two 

diblock copolymers corresponds to the results of the HP-DSC experiments. From the sorption 

measurements, a strong dependency of the sorption of water and a less pronounced dependency of the 

sorption of CO2 with respect to the material can be concluded. 

The diffusion coefficient of CO2 ranges in the same magnitude of order for all materials within 

experimental scatter. The values vary between 0.43 ∙ 10-7 cm2 s-1 for P4VP and 0.72 ∙ 10-7 cm2 s-1 for 

PS. The diffusion coefficients of the homopolymers correlate with literature data (PS: 0.58 ∙ 10-

7 cm2 s-1 at 25 °C [52], P4VP: 0.13 ∙ 10-7 cm2 s-1 at 8.25 bar and 35 °C [70]). Using an average 

diffusion coefficient of 0.50 ∙ 10-7 cm2 s-1, the theoretical saturation time was 45 h. The employed 

saturation time of 72 h guaranteed a complete saturation of CO2. The information about water uptake, 

specific CO2-uptake and the diffusion coefficient of CO2 is listed in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Water uptake, specific CO2-uptake and diffusion coefficient for the two diblock 

copolymers and the three homopolymers evaluated at a temperature of 30 °C. The sorption 

measurements were conducted at a pressure of 40 bar. 

Polymer Water uptake 
[wt%] 

Specific CO2-uptake 
[wt%] 

Diffusion coefficient CO2 
[10-7 cm2 s-1] 

PS80-b-P4VP20
183 2.89 6.45 0.45 

P4mS81-b-P4VP19
172 2.79 6.97 0.44 

PS 0.03 5.89 0.72 
P4mS 0.08 6.17 0.52 
P4VP 43.71 7.18 0.43 
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 Rheological properties in shear and elongation 3.3

To investigate the viscoelastic properties of the diblock copolymers, frequency sweeps in the 

oscillatory mode were conducted at different temperatures and converted into a master curve 

applying the time-temperature superposition principle. The results were compared with 

measurements of the homopolymers. The master curves at a reference temperature of 160 °C are 

presented in Fig. 5. 

At high angular frequencies, the PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer behaves similar to polystyrene, but 

has slightly higher dynamic moduli than pristine PS. At low frequencies a different behaviour 

compared to PS can be seen (Fig. 5a)).  The rubbery plateau is more pronounced for the PS-b-P4VP 

diblock copolymer due to the larger molecular weight of the polystyrene block in comparison to the 

molecular weight of pristine polystyrene. At lower frequencies, PS clearly shows a terminal regime 

with the characteristic slopes 2 and 1 for the dynamic moduli G' and G''. On the contrary, the 

dynamic moduli of the PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer do not depend on frequency at low ω because 

of the phenomenon of microphase separation. An analogous behaviour is visible for the P4mS-b-

P4VP diblock copolymer and the P4mS homopolymer (Fig. 5b)). The curves show an almost 

identical behaviour at high frequencies. However, the rubbery plateau is already considerably broader 

for the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer than for the P4mS homopolymer because of the larger 

molecular weight of the P4mS block. The appreciable difference at lower frequencies is again due to 

microphase separation of the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers and differs from the terminal 

behaviour of the P4mS homopolymer observable in a decrease of dynamic moduli. The P4VP 

homopolymer (Fig. 5c)) does not exhibit a distinct rubbery plateau because of the low molecular 

weight (Mn = 34 kg mol-1) which is close to the entanglement molecular weight. The entanglement 

molecular weight of P4VP is assumed to be similar to the entanglement molecular weight of PS 

(Me,PS = 30-40 kg mol-1) [71, 72]. The typical terminal behaviour of the P4VP homopolymer at lower 

frequencies is clearly seen. 
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Fig 5: Master curves of the dynamic moduli G' and G'' as a function of the angular frequency ω for 

a) the PS homopolymer and the PS80-b-P4VP20
183 diblock copolymer, b) the P4mS homopolymer and 

the P4mS81-b-P4VP19
172 diblock copolymer and c) the P4VP homopolymer. The shift factor is 

denoted by aT, the strain amplitude γ0 is 5% and the reference temperature is 160 °C. 
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Table 3: Zero shear rate viscosity η0, elastic creep compliance Je
0 and plateau modulus GN

0 for the 

homopolymers and diblock copolymers of this study. Because of microphase separation, no values of 

zero shear rate viscosity and elastic creep compliance of a Maxwell fluid exist for the two diblock 

copolymers.  

 

By examining the storage modulus at the minimum of tan δ, the plateau modulus GN
0 can be 

determined (Table 3). The values of the homopolymers are smaller (P4mS: 1.29 ∙ 105 Pa, PS: 1.74 ∙ 

105 Pa, P4VP: 2.75 ∙ 105 Pa) than the values of the diblock copolymers (P4mS-b-P4VP: 2.80 ∙ 105 Pa, 

PS-b-P4VP 5.31 ∙ 105 Pa) which is caused by the reinforcement effect of the more rigid P4VP 

domains. The zero shear rate viscosity η0 (Table 3) was evaluated for all homopolymers. At a 

temperature of 160 °C, P4mS has the lowest zero shear rate viscosity of 1.18 ∙ 105 Pa s, followed by 

PS with 1.23 ∙ 106 Pa s and P4VP with the highest zero shear rate viscosity of 3.65 ∙ 108 Pa s. Since 

microphase separated diblock copolymers do not behave like a Maxwell fluid, but are associated with 

a plateau of G′ at low frequencies, values of the zero shear rate viscosity of the diblock copolymers in 

the microphase separated state are not determinable. 

The shift factors of the master curves as a function of temperature and the calculated WLF-fit are 

displayed in Fig. 6 at a reference temperature of 160 °C. Obviously, P4VP has the highest 

temperature dependency for the homopolymers, since its glass transition temperature does not differ 

much from 160 °C. On the contrary, PS and P4mS have similar temperature dependencies with P4mS 

slightly higher than PS. It is clearly seen that the matrix affects mainly the thermal behaviour since 

the curves of the homopolymers and their corresponding block copolymer are similar. Therefore the 

WLF parameters of the homopolymer and the related diblock copolymer are similar. The 

experimental results fit very well to the WLF equation. The parameters c1 and c2 of the WLF 

equation and the Vogel temperature T∞ are listed in Table 4. Remarkable is the apparent 

thermorheologically simplicity of microphase separated block copolymers with the ability of 

Polymer η0 [Pa s] Je
0 [Pa-1] GN

0 [Pa] 
PS80-b-P4VP20

183 - - 5.31 ∙ 105  
P4mS81-b-P4VP19

172 - - 2.80 ∙ 105 
PS 1.23 ∙ 106 1.4 ∙ 10-4 1.74 ∙ 105 
P4mS 1.18 ∙ 105 1.3 ∙ 10-5 1.29 ∙ 105 
P4VP 3.65 ∙ 108 1.5 ∙ 10-4 2.75 ∙ 105 
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generating master curves and analysing the thermal behaviour with the WLF equation. The reason of 

the thermorheological simple behaviour is based on the relatively large weight fraction of the matrix 

component dominating the shift behaviour. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Shift factor aT as a function of temperature. The reference temperature is 160 °C. The lines 

are the result of a fit of the WLF equation to the experimental data. 

 

Table 4: Parameters c1 and c2 and Vogel temperature T∞ obtained from the Williams-Landel-Ferry 

equation. The reference temperature is 160 °C. 

 

Polymer c1 c2 T∞ [°C] 
PS80-b-P4VP20

183 5.2 ± 0.1 98.2 ± 1.9 61.8 
P4mS81-b-P4VP19

172 6.4 ± 0.1 94.3 ± 1.4 65.7 
PS 6.2 ± 0.1 105.2 ± 1.0 54.8 
P4mS 7.4 ± 0.2 99.9 ± 2.2 60.1 
P4VP 13.4 ± 1.0 106.2 ± 12.0 53.8 
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Fig. 7: Steady-state value ηs of the shear viscosity η determined by stress-growth experiments as a 

function of shear rate �̇�𝛾0. The test temperature was set to 220 °C. 

 

The steady-state values of the shear viscosity ηs as a function of the shear rate �̇�𝛾0 are displayed in 

Fig. 7. The diblock copolymers follow the same trend with a reduction of the shear viscosity when 

increasing the shear rate. The P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer has a lower viscosity than the PS-b-

P4VP diblock copolymer. The curves indicate a structure-viscous (strain-softening) behaviour. 

In polymer foaming, a biaxial elongational flow occurs during cell growth. In order to understand 

the flow properties in more detail, rheological properties in shear and elongation were compared for 

the two diblock copolymers (Fig. 8a) and b)) and the two matrix-forming homopolymers PS and 

P4mS (Fig. 8c) and d)) by plotting the transient elongational viscosity and the shear viscosity which 

was multiplied by the Trouton ratio of 3. In addition, the linear viscoelastic prediction of the 

elongational viscosity (LVE) was calculated. 

At low times, the experimental data of the transient elongational and shear viscosity are in good 

agreement for all polymers but the behaviour of the investigated polymers differs strongly at larger 

times. The PS homopolymer exhibit strain-hardening at larger times which is more pronounced with 

higher Hencky strain rate, whereas the viscosities of the P4mS homopolymer are independent of the 

strain rate which is visible by an accordance of elongational and shear viscosities and steady-state 

values which do not depend on strain rate. At the lowest deformation rate of 0.01 s-1 the linear 

viscoelastic (LVE) prediction of the polystyrene homopolymer agrees with the measured data in the 

time interval of measurement while the effect of strain-hardening leads to a deviation with increased 
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Hencky strain rates in melt elongation. For the P4mS homopolymer, the transient elongational and 

shear viscosity agree to the LVE prediction at all measured deformation rates. 

 In contrast the PS-b-P4VP and P4mS-b-P4VP block copolymers show similar rheological 

properties in shear and melt elongation. Both diblock copolymers show strain-softening at larger 

times. A dependency of the viscosity on the Hencky strain rate is clearly determinable, while the 

achievement of a steady-state value is slightly more pronounced for PS-b-P4VP compared to P4mS-

b-P4VP which does not attain a steady-state value in the investigated time interval. The linear 

viscoelastic prediction does not show a steady-state value due to the plateau of the storage modulus 

G' at low frequencies. An explanation of the strain-softening behaviour is that the shells of the PS and 

P4ms chains of the block copolymer start sliding on each other which leads to a breakup of the 

interactions of adjacent P4VP microdomains. 

By comparing the block copolymers with the homopolymers, the effect of strain-hardening is not 

observable for the PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer compared to PS and a dependency on the Hencky 

strain rate occurs for the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer compared to P4mS. It is assumed, that 

due to the equivalent behaviour of morphological rearrangements in shear and elongation and similar 

diffusion and sorption data, the block copolymers show comparable foaming abilities despite the fact 

that the matrix material behaves very dissimilar. 
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Fig 8: Comparison of the transient elongational viscosity ηe and the shear viscosity (multiplied by 

the Trouton ratio of 3) as a function of time t for a) PS80-b-P4VP20
183 diblock copolymer, b) P4mS81-

b-P4VP19
172 diblock copolymer, c) PS homopolymer and d) P4mS homopolymer. Three different 

Hencky strain rates ε̇0 were applied. The measurement temperature is indicated. The closed symbols 

are the data in elongation; the open symbols are the data in shear. The linear viscoelastic prediction of 

the elongational viscosity (LVE) is also depicted (solid line). 

 Preparation and characterisation of foams 3.4

The foam morphology was investigated using scanning electron microscopy (Fig. 9). Both diblock 

copolymers show the ability of generating pores in a foam structure in a temperature range between 

110 °C and 180 °C when applying the combination of CO2 and water as blowing agents. 
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Interestingly, these samples reveal a porous structure in a very small dimension. At higher 

temperatures, such as 200 °C, the samples were not foamable. Because of the high temperature, the 

diffusion coefficient of the PS/P4mS matrix was so high that the blowing agents dissolved very 

rapidly without creating a cellular structure. It is assumable that residuals of the blowing agents 

stayed in the P4VP microphases and dissolved slower and therefore formed pores while the matrix 

solidified with a decreasing amount of CO2 and water. In general, the homogeneity of the foam 

decreased with increasing foaming temperature for both diblock copolymers. At 110 °C and 150 °C, 

the sample was foamed completely whereas at 180 °C the samples already exhibited dense areas, and 

at 200 °C the samples were not foamed anymore. These morphological changes are associated with 

different values of foam density (Fig. 10). At a foaming temperature of 200 °C, the foam density is 

close to the bulk density of the block copolymers. A lower foaming temperature yields a smaller 

foam density. The lowest density of 0.5 g cm-3 for PS-b-P4VP and of 0.6 g cm-3 for P4mS-b-P4VP is 

obtained at a foaming temperature 150 °C. This minimum of foam density at a temperature of 150 °C 

can be explained by the loss of the blowing agent water which only appears at a temperature above 

approximately 135 °C as revealed by TGA and DSC data of a PS-b-P4VP block copolymer 

containing water. Further decrease of foaming temperature leads to a higher foam density by a faster 

solidification of the matrix material.  
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Fig. 9: Scanning electron micrographs showing the foam morphology of PS80-b-P4VP20

183 (left) 

and P4mS81-b-P4VP19
172 (right) diblock copolymers with varying foaming temperatures of a,b) 

110 °C, c,d) 150 °C, e,f) 180 °C and g,h) 200 °C. 
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Fig 10: Foam density of the two diblock copolymers with respect to the foaming temperature 

processed with water and a CO2-pressure of 120 bar.  

 

The cell size distribution is depicted in Fig. 11. Cells with a diameter smaller than 200 nm were not 

evaluated due to a limitation of contrasting the obtained micrographs. The mean cell size of PS-b-

P4VP diblock copolymers is larger than the mean cell size of P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers 

foamed at the same temperature. Both diblock copolymers achieve a maximum cell size at 150 °C 

which correlates with the lowest density at this temperature. The generation of smaller cell sizes lead 

to higher densities up to densities close to the bulk material. Almost no foaming was observable at a 

temperature of 200 °C. 

PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers exhibit a broader cell size distribution (i.e. a larger standard 

deviation) compared to P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers. The distribution of cell size of the PS-b-

P4VP diblock copolymer is generally bell-shaped with a low fraction of smaller cells, a high fraction 

of mid-sized cells and a low fraction of larger cells whereas the cell size distribution of the P4mS-b-

P4VP diblock copolymer varies noticeably with foaming temperatures. The foam fabricated at a 

temperature of 110 °C shows a homogenous distribution with no preferred cell size between 200 nm 

and 800 nm. On the contrary, the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer foamed at 150 °C reveal a low 

fraction of small cells, the highest fraction (ca. 18% of all cells) with a cell size between 600 and 

700 nm and a relatively high amount of cells larger than 1200 nm. Approximately 50% of the cells of 
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the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer foamed at 180 °C are smaller than 400 nm. The maximum cell 

size is approximately 900 nm with an amount of less than 1%. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Cell size distribution of a-c) PS80-b-P4VP20

183 and d-f) P4mS81-b-P4VP19
172 diblock 

copolymers foamed at a, d) 110 °C, b, e) 150 °C and c, f) 180 °C. The average diameter dc of the cell 

size is indicated. 

 

Based on the fact that the diblock copolymers resemble each other with respect to their rheological 

properties, the foaming ability are very alike as well as assumed before. Nevertheless, the obtained 

foams of the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer show a less homogeneous structure than the PS-b-

P4VP diblock copolymer (Fig. 12 a)-b)). One reason may be the foaming ability of the matrix system. 

Figure 12 compares the foams of the diblock copolymers with the foams of the homopolymers. 

Polystyrene is highly foamable and generates a homogeneous cellular structure. The phenomenon of 

strain-hardening stabilises the cells during cell growth and prevents their rupture leading to a closed-

cell foam. Because of strain-softening in melt extension, the foams of the two diblock copolymers are 

associated with an open-celled structure. The foams of its PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers are not as 
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homogeneous as the homopolymer but the foam structure consists of uniformly distributed open foam 

cells over the whole sample. However, the cell diameter is considerably smaller in the block 

copolymer than in the homopolymer. Due to the P4VP block with a higher Tg, the expansion of the 

cells is finished faster by a freezing of this minor component. In contrast, P4mS does not generate a 

foam structure under the present conditions. The blowing agent diffuses immediately out of the 

polymer without creating cells which additionally could not be stabilised by the soft matrix. 

Interestingly, the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer has the ability to develop an open-celled foam 

structure. By adding a P4VP block, the cells are stabilised due to the more glassy properties of the 

P4VP block. However, the foaming behaviour of P4mS leads to inhomogeneous foams with high 

density areas for the P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer. 

 

 
Fig. 12: Foams of a) PS-b-P4VP, b) P4mS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers, c) PS and d) P4mS 

homopolymers. The foaming conditions were identical with a pressure of 120 bar and a foaming 

temperature of 150 °C. 
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4. Conclusions 

This work presents an environmental-friendly way to fabricate open-celled foams by introducing 

amphiphilic diblock copolymers of PS-b-P4VP and P4mS-b-P4VP. These diblock copolymers were 

synthesised via sequential anionic polymerisation which allowed tailoring the molecular weight and 

composition in order to obtain comparable diblock copolymers. The amphiphilic character with its 

microphase separation was confirmed by rheological measurements in oscillatory shear and by 

transmission electron microscopy. 

The open-celled structure was achieved by batch foaming with CO2 and water as the blowing 

agents. It was shown that the two diblock copolymers absorbed similar amounts of CO2 (approx. 

6 wt%) compared to the homopolymers whereas the water-uptake differed strongly with the kind of 

polymer. PS and P4mS absorbed less than 1 wt% of water compared to almost 44 wt% of water-

uptake for P4VP. The low amount of water-uptake for the diblock copolymers (<3 wt%) is based on 

the severe diffusion through the PS or P4mS matrix and the hindering of swelling of the P4VP 

microdomains in the PS or P4mS matrix, respectively, which can be increased by the plasticisation 

effect of the CO2 on the matrix. This effect was shown by conducting high-pressure DSC 

experiments where a reduction of Tg of more than 10 °C (at 20 bar CO2 pressure) was observable. 

Rheological measurements revealed an analogous behaviour in shear and elongation for different 

Hencky strain rates. The two diblock copolymers exhibited strain-softening. In contrast, for the PS 

homopolymer the effect of strain-hardening was observable, and the P4mS homopolymer behaved in 

agreement with its linear viscoelastic prediction. After foaming, the PS homopolymer formed very 

homogenous cells with a closed-cell structure. On the contrary, the P4mS homopolymer did not 

foam. The diblock copolymers showed coherent rheological properties in shear and elongation as 

well as coherent foaming behaviour with similar cell structures. However, the foams of PS-b-P4VP 

revealed all over the sample an open-celled structure whereas in the foams of P4mS-b-P4VP also 

dense areas were formed. 
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